
HONEYWELL 
HEALTHCARE: 
5 WAYS TO 
STREAMLINE 
WORKFLOWS 
AND EMPOWER 
CLINICIANS 
Honeywell healthcare innovations are designed to empower clinicians 
and streamline their workflows to provide a positive patient experience, from 
admissions to when they are safely back home.

The face and future of healthcare is constantly changing. Honeywell knows that to continue providing  
safe and secure care, networks must deploy comprehensive solutions that allow them to solve workflow 
inefficiencies and enhance patient care.

Honeywell is hyper focused on streamlining workflows and empowering clinicians, allowing 
healthcare networks to provide first-class patient care at every touchpoint. 

Create an environment that allows clinicians to focus on their primary objective – their 
patients. Partner with Honeywell and connect with a healthcare expert today. 

CONTACT US TODAY
Just fill out your details or call a knowledgeable representative 
at 1-800-934-3163.
 

Managing the data that is constantly flowing throughout 
a healthcare organization can be burdensome to 
those who are trying to make decisive decisions 
with that data. Oftentimes, data is gathered into 
underutilized lists or spreadsheets that have meaning 
but provide no insight into the action that should 
be taken to make it useful to optimize workflows. 

With Operational Intelligence, healthcare organizations 
can utilize predictive analytics to confidently make 
network and device management decisions that help to 
improve clinician workflows and mitigate disruptions. 
Give your IT staff the power to take proactive measures 
in identifying potential hurdles that could impact your 
clinicians’ ability to provide safe and effective patient care.

ACHIEVE WORKFLOW 
EFFICIENCIES THROUGH 
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Clinicians today have elevated expectations 
surrounding the technology they use to deliver patient 
care. With the impending generational change in 
the healthcare workforce, clinicians want to work 
with technology that brings all the familiarities of 
their own personal mobile devices. Organizations 
need to implement a device strategy that clinicians 
can quickly pick up and are instantly familiar with. 

The CT30 XP HC (Healthcare) mobile computer is 
specifically designed to empower clinicians at every 
workflow touchpoint. With the same familiar attributes 
of personal devices, this elegant and lightweight 
mobile computer helps nurses and caregivers provide 
safe, effective, and efficient care. The CT30 XP HC is 
an enterprise-grade mobile computer built in a sleek, 
modern design without sacrificing performance. 

A CLINICAL MOBILITY 
SOLUTION FOR YOUR 
HIGHLY MOBILE 
WORKFORCE 

When communication among clinicians and other 
healthcare support staff becomes fragmented and 
unreliable, patient care suffers. Achieving connected, 
secure, and reliable voice, text, and media messaging 
is a critical need for healthcare organizations around 
the world. 

Honeywell Smart Talk empowers clinicians with 
seamless and secure communication, diminishing 
challenges presented by fragmented communications. 
Achieve enterprise-grade and high-quality security 
and connection for voice calling, text, and media 
messaging all from one device. Honeywell is helping 
healthcare organizations adapt to emerging patient 
expectations by evolving how clinicians communicate 
with support staff, so the patient experience is flawless 
throughout all points of care.

REMOVE FRAGMENTED 
COMMUNICATION BARRIERS

Eliminating battery-dependent devices means that 
your clinicians are no longer tied to a device that could 
lose charge, require lengthy IT troubleshooting, or 
require costly backup batteries to complete tasks. 

Having a highly mobile workforce, like healthcare 
clinicians, means that organizations need devices 
that can keep pace and do so without being reliant 
upon a battery source. Organizations can remove 
the battery barrier between clinician and patient 
when they deploy the wireless Honeywell Xenon XP 
battery-free scanner. With battery-free scanning, 
clinicians benefit from completing multiple workflows 
without requiring device recharge interruptions.  No 
batteries means no battery-related downtime.

END YOUR 
BATTERY-POWERED 
DEPENDENCY 

Healthcare continues to be the most targeted 
industry for cyber security attacks. According to IBM, 
the average cost of a data breach in healthcare is 
$9.23 million dollars – up by more than two million 
from 2020.¹ The expense of managing these cyber-
attacks is extensive and the full monetary impact on 
brand reputation is not always quantified with data.

Using Honeywell enterprise devices built upon the 
Mobility Edge™ platform helps protect you from 
potentially costly vulnerabilities. Mobility Edge security 
features are enhanced to give you peace of mind that 
your data is secured and safe. Mobility Edge does not 
require hospital IT staff to worry about backporting or 
OS patch fixes which not only helps make their work 
easier but also helps ensure secure data transmission 
and upgrades from the point of purchase. 

PROTECTING 
PATIENT AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL DATA
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1https:// https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach

https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/contact-us/productivity?utm_source=other_listicle&utm_medium=print&utm_campaign=2021-vertical-ret-global-latest-thinking&utm_term=5_key_areas_listicle&utm_content=ad
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/software/productivity/business-intelligence/operational-intelligence
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/productivity/mobile-computers/healthcare-computers
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/software/productivity/communication-and-messaging/smart-talk
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/productivity/barcode-scanners/general-purpose-handheld/xenon-xp-1952h-healthcare-battery-free-scanner
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/productivity/barcode-scanners/general-purpose-handheld/xenon-xp-1952h-healthcare-battery-free-scanner
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/campaigns/productivity/mobility-edge-campaign

